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Program Planning. A computational matrix for the remainder of the program
was constructed. Analysts at SNL, ORNL, LANL, and ARA who can perform
needed calculations were identified and contacted as to their availability.

Jetliner Impact Draft Report. Revision of Section 2 or(jetliner impadt and
Section 3 oridt fuel poollfires in response to NRC comments continued. In
particular, a flow chart and a general description of the analysis
methodology is being prepared and Section 3 was extensively reorganized.
Performance of additional PRONTO impact
calculations for the HI-STORM cask continued (3 calculations are underway
and 2 more will be run).

Global Jetliner Impact Calculations. The globes jetline? CTH impact
calculations are being rerun using aT . i:mpact velocity. PRONTO
Tanding gear struliimpact calculations at two different irnipact orientations <
or the NAC UMS cask are underway.

(5 Oalculations. Benchmarking of predictio
against actual test resultst r s
continued. This analysis ig examining whether CTH can properly predict tEL '

deformations in cask shell structures that are significantly thinner that
the characteristic dimension of the CTH mesh.

5
JLt FuelPool FirqCalculations. Documentation of the results of the wind
-driven calculation of the response of the HI-STORM cask to a nearby but
upwind fire was completed. Construction of input for the'CAFftPTherms!.code
for use in modeling the response of the HI-STORM cask to a wind driven fire'
continued. Because the CAFE/PThermdl code closely couples a pool fire code
to a heat transport code, when run this calculation-ill confirm the
adequacy/conservatism of the thermal analyses6f the HI-STORM cask performed
using the VULCAN pool firescode followed by ID heat transport analyses.

( Calculations. Examination of the SCAP and CTH code analyses
eff ')of the NAC NLI YHand UMS casks continued in an EvB
effort to understand why the4wo codes provide different results.

Fission Product Release. Development of a MELCOR model of the NAC UMS
canister, basket, and fuel assemblies continued. When completed the model
will be used to calculate'fission product release from this cask to the
atmosphere for sabotage scenarios that lead to cask failur& 4

Consequence Modeling. Examination of ways to model atmospheric transport at
short downwind distances from a failed RAM package and on a methodology for
calculation of the economic costs of sabotage accidents continued.
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